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Abstract 
Maps which at times is the final product of surveying and mapping is the 

model of part or the entire earth surface. The importance of this model 

cannot be over emphasized. It is as ubiquitous as surveying and mapping 

itself as it is employed in virtually all aspects of activities that is done above, 

near, on or beneath the earth’s surface. Owing to this importance, it is 

always needed for the smooth execution of programmes    both by the 

government and individuals. The easy and stress – free production of this 

is a reasonable effort. This research has the mandate of developing an 

algorithm to fast track the production of map. The procedure adopted was 

to investigate the differences between the UTM Web Mercator of the Google 

and other online digital maps and that of UTM Minna projected coordinate 

system used in the physical terrain. These differences in both Northings and 

Eastings as well as the in bearings and distances were found for a sufficient 

number of points and averaged. These averages became a set of constants 

named as Ejiga_okeke_unn constants. The application of these constants to 

UTM Web Mercator values for any chosen number of points on an imagery 

automatically rectifies images geometrically and vectorisation of raster 

images is made speedier. The application of these constants yielded an RMS 

error of 0.00211 against the standard of 0.004.11  When more carefully 

applied, better results can be obtained. This research proposes the 

application of these constants instead of the tedious and expensive method 

of establishing ground control points (GCPs). 
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Introduction 
Map is the age long known way by 

which to represent real world 

information from the analogue 

cartography age when it was only 

shown on paper to the digital age that 

it is now shown in both hard and soft 

copies through computer graphics. In 

the analogue format, maps are only 

two – dimensional graphic 

representation. Ayeni (2003) asserted 

that the concept of map as a 

dimensional framework was worked 

upon by Richards (1970) who 

attempted an elaborate description of 

its role in the spatial science when he 

asserted it to involve: 

i. Map as a rich source of 

Geoinformation 

ii. Map as a basis for inference 

of additional data  

iii. Map being a way of 

presenting results arising 

from analysis  

iv. Maps being a bedrock for 

interpretation and decision 

support base 

v. Maps being the best models 

of the earth  

Looking at the enormous scope of 

applicability of the map, it is obvious 

that it can be adopted in all facets of 

human endeavours, be it political, 

scientific, historic, economic, cultural 

etc. 

Other benefits of maps are as follows  

1. It enhances National 

revenue  

2. Facilitates efficient and 

enduring planning 

development  

3. Permits inventory and 

monitoring of the 

environment  

4. In this era of economic 

diversification and 

government attention in 

Agriculture, it helps to 

boost  agricultural 

production  

5. It identifies tourism 

facilities and help to 

generate awareness about 

such facilities  

6. It allows adequate sourcing, 

exploration and distribution 

of petroleum and other 

resources through the 

development of a database  

7. For improvement in Health 

care delivery, education 

and sports, it plays 

enormous roles.       

 

Apart the list shown above sectoral 

applicability of maps is endless 

(Nwakanma 2020) 
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The cost of production of map is enormous and at time prohibitive. In view of 

the lean resources of the government, up -to-date maps are almost nonexistent 

in Nigeria. 

Remote sensing technology which is one of the branches of geoinformation is 

one of the easiest ways of have up-to-date image maps which can be vectorized 

to produce line maps. Vectorization requires the existence of GCPs for geo-

referencing. The cost of this is also very high and at times unaffordable. 

Any approach that can eliminate the establishment of ground control points 

would in no small measure be of immense boost to geoinformation production. 

The geometric rectification of remotely sensed images is a major factor in the 

data integration, manipulation and analysis for Geoinformation and its 

applications. In remote sensing imaging, there are distortions arising from 

projection, tilt angle atmospheric conditions, earth curvature, scanner and the 

earth’s ondulation among others. 

The adequate usage of these images requires that they be rectified of their 

deficiencies to the appropriate map projection namely the Minna UTM. This 

correction of rectification is termed geometric correction or geo-referencing 

which is very important when required to be integrated with other datasets in a 

database system or overlaid on an existing map for certain analysis (Fontinovo 

et al., 2012, Gianinetto 2012; Yan et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2012; Arun and 

Katiyar, (2013). Sertel et al., (2007) and Topan and Kutoglu (2009) introduced 

the approach by which to access the reliability of geometric correction. By the 

developed method, a more validatory way of verifying the accuracy of 

georeferencing map models was introduced.  

The most widely accepted norm is through the establishment and use of ground 

control points (GCPs) which should appear in the image as well as locatable on 

the ground or any corresponding map to assist in determining the transformation 

to correct geometry. In essence unprocessed imageries can be rectified by using 

the GCPs, but requires that such GCPs must be of high quality and quantity 

identified on the field before embarking the transformation exercise. This 

imposes a limitation as the identification of these GCPs is not a work over task. 

The establishment of these GCPs is also expensive. In view of the foregoing, a 

variety of techniques have be developed and implemented for automating GCP 

selection, identification and use. All the developed models of selection and 

identification assist the geoinformatics professionals with the ways to gather 

sufficient number of original GCPs with minimal manual rigour. In fact through 
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these automatic procedures, the user is able to make a choice of GCPs that can 

accord the transformation accuracy required of the job at hand.  

Evolution algorithms has been in existence since early sixties and uses the rule 

of nature evolution by selecting the fittest individuals. However, the individuals 

offers solution to the mathematical problems. There is the Genetic algorithms 

(GAs) which are very robust and are referred as the best as at the time it came 

into being (Schmitt 2011). This provides holistic, population - based, 

quantitative approach through which populations continue to emerge through 

generations obeying the Darwinian principle of the survival of he fittest. The 

GAs provide efficient method of solving optimization challenges in remote 

sensing and other spatial sciences (Cui et al., 2013; Pedergnana et al., 2013; 

Wang et al., 2014). 

 

AUTOMATIC GCP SELECTION AND USE: A REVIEW OF 

LITERATURE  

Many approaches have either been proposed or developed in the literature for 

automating GCPs for georeferencing maps. Montrena and Rebordao (1998) 

developed an algorithm for identifying GCPs automatically using their 

characteristics and neigbourhood. It employed auto correlation module of the 

azimuthal projection around the GCP and Euclidean minimum distance 

classifier to characterize GCPs  

Lisaka and Sukarai - Amano (1996) preferred road intersections as the best 

GCPs in a SAR image. On the other land, information fusion and Hough 

transform based method were used to determine GCP automatically from multi 

took imagery of SAR. Kim and Im (2003) used automated matching relying on 

normalized correlation for control point generation. Incidence and scene 

orientation angles were used to improve the matching technique through 

determination of size and shape of match windows. Later, the estimation of 

mapping functions from control points were used to automate image registration 

Couloigner et al., (2002) through software writing developed an automatic 

identification of quality GCPs in RADARSAT images by employing 

topographic database. The approaches for matching the two data sources were 

vector and raster. Carrion et al., (2002); Chirici et al., (2004) and Gianinetto et 

al., (2004, 2008) provided an approach for high resolution orthoimage 

generation. Hong et al., (2006) invented an inverse geo location approach GCP 

extraction through SAR (synthetic aperture radar) simulation. Fornaciai et al., 
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(2008) applied the SITO GEO - GIS tool to acquire the GCPs for Ortho 

rectification procedure of Landsat ETM + Images. Of recent, Gill et al., (2010) 

used more than 1600 GCPs emanating from field surveys for geometric 

rectification of Landsat images in Queensland, Australia from 1988 to 2007. 

Koppe et al., (2012) digged into the optimized stereo constellation for GCP 

retrieval process where it was discovered that the quality of GCPs retrieved 

from TerraSAR – X and TanDEM – X imagery was assessed to be depended on 

the input image parameters.  

 

GEOMETRIC RECTIFICATION MODEL  

The geometric distortions in images can be rectified using appropriate models. 

Irrespective of the model used, the steps involved are the same and they are as 

follows:- 

i. Acquisition of images and pre- processing of data  

ii. Acquisition of ground points with image coordinate and map 

coordinate  

iii. Computation of unknown parameters or functions for geometric 

correction  

iv. Image rectification  

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

From the foregoing it is evident that the search for further means of Automating 

the generation of GCPs for geometric rectification of imageries is a worthy 

research direction       

 

AIM 

The aim of this study is the development of an algorithm to automatically 

simplify and enable the generation of maps from air borne platforms. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Measurement of coordinate values of points on two datums - namely 

UTM Worldwide or Web Mercator projection and UTM Minna zone 32 

projection for a considerable large number of point including OSGoF 

pillars. 

2. Determination of the differences between the two datum’s, averaging of 

these differences and determination of the mean. 
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METHODOLOGY 

STUDY AREA 

The study area is Idah, Headquarters of Idah Local Government Area, kogi 

state. Idah is the traditional Headquarters of the famous Igala kingdom and the 

seat of power of the paramount ruler, the ATA’GALA [AGAABAIDU]. It is 

believed that the Igala speaking nationality have their root in Idah and all 

traditional activities like title rites are done solely in Idah. The Federal 

Polytechnic is also hosted by Idah, although, the local government had further 

be divided making the polytechnic to now fall under Igalamela/odolu local 

government area. The OSGoF pillars used have one located in the main town 

precisely in the premises of the Kogi State Ministry of Works/Idah Local 

Government Works and Agriculture Department, another one is at the School 

of Environmental Studies Federal Polytechnic, Idah and the third one is at the 

secretariat of Igalamela/Odolu local government area, Ajaka. Other points of 

interest observed are mainly in the main town. 

An Infinix Android phone X572 equipped with Mobile Topographer software 

was employed in this observation as it could measure on the two required 

datums. 

Initially the observation were made in the UTM coordinate mode and later made 

in the geographical coordinate mode, all readings were appropriately booked. 

A flow chart of the methodology is shown in fig I below: 

 

 
Source: Author 

 

DATA PROCESSING 

The difference in coordinates in the two datum were found. The order of doing 

this was UTM Minna minus UTM worldwide. This became imperative as the 

None rectified Image/ map 

Determination off Ejiga_Okeke_unn constants 

Application of the constants to unrectified 

images/ map 

Novel approach of Geometric Rectification 

Rectified Image/ map 
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position of any point shown when plotted on the Google map moved or tends 

towards the south east at an average bearing of 1470   41’ and distance of  

14.68m. 

The difference between the two datums therefore is 75.92m on the Easting and 

-120.17 on the Northing axes. 

 

RESULTS 

The result merges the objectives in one place as follows. 

1. The difference in bearing between the two datum surface is an average 

of 1470         411   and the distance is 142.68m. 

  The △N and △E [Delta Northing and Delta Easting] are respectively 75.92m 

and -120.17m. These values are constants named Ejiga –Okeke-unn constants. 

 

VALIDATION OF RESULT 

In the methodology is was shown that the coordinates, were measured both in 

UTM and in Geographical systems. The obtained values were verified by 

plotting the values of points on both datum surfaces for any single point on the 

map. 

The UTM Web Mercator always coincided with the point as it is physically on 

the ground. While that on the UTM Minna fell on different points with the 

deviation values shown as plotted with push pin. The values of the distances 

were measured with the Measure function of the Google My Map App. 

For the geographic coordinates, it was validated by using the convert function 

of the Mobile Topographer software. 

The geographic coordinates of any two point were entered like a closed loop 

that is the coordinates of the first point repeated like A-B-A  

The values rendered for the distance equaled the computed values, the bearing 

were rendered in decimal. The software could not give the bearing as rendered 

in UTM values. But since the length on all tested lines agreed, it suggested that 

the bearing when rendered to UTM equivalence would be precise and also be 

in agreement. 

The order of finding the difference shown above was UTM Minna minus UTM 

Worldwide. 

The implication of this values is that when translating the image map to the 

Minna projected coordinate system, the correction is of  opposite sign – 75.92m 

Easting and  + 120.17m Northing. The effect of georeferencing is the 
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association of something with locations in physical space and the ability to 

render ground distances and areas.  

It is also the act of associating a physical map or raster image of a map with 

spatial locations. To avoid the rigours of establishing the GCPS and other 

geometric rectification algorithms, this research proposes the implementation 

of these constants as substitute to GCPs, that they can be applied to the image 

coordinates for at least four points as TIC points and has reasonable RMS error. 

The application of these constants yielded an RMS error of 0.00211 against the 

standard of 0.004.11This would fast track the production of mapping products 

to assist in MDGs and SDGs.  For governance, the model for informed decision 

making is provided. For all aspects of management, it is hoped that there would 

be acceleration in the provision of goods and services.        
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